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Abstract 

Pairs of 7 leptons produced at fi = 3.77 GeV have been studied in ep, ee 

and pp final states. The leptonic branching ratios have been measured to be 

B(r ---) evv) = 18.2 f 0.7 f 0.5% and B( 7 + IVY) = 18.0 f 1.0 f 0.6%. Limits 

have been set for the two-body decays 7 -+ eG and 7 + pG, where G is a light 

Goldstone boson. 
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Tau lepton pairs produced near threshold in e+e- annihilation are well suited 

to the study of specific r decay modes, since particle identification is compara- . . 

tively easy. The search for two-body leptonic decays such as r --+ eG or ,uG, 

where G is a light Goldstone boson[‘l also is best performed at low c.m. energy 

where the characteristic two-body momentum spectrum is easily distinguished 

from the three-body leptonic spectrum. 

We report a precision study of the r leptonic branching ratios and the lepton 

momentum spectra from r decay near 77 threshold. The data were taken with the 

MARK III detector at the SLAC e+e- storage ring SPEAR. A total integrated 

luminosity of 9.4pb-’ was collected at a c.m. energy of 3.77 GeV, which is at the 

peak of the $” resonance and 0.20 GeV above 75 threshold. 

A detailed account of the detector has been given elsewhere.121 The analysis 

was performed using tracking information from the drift chamber and particle 

identification by the time-of-flight (TOF) counters, the shower counters and the 

muon detector. Time-of-flight was used in the identification of low momentum 

(p < 0.3 GeV/ ) 1 t c e ec rons and for the rejection of cosmic ray background. 

The shower counter system, consisting of a barrel and two endcap detectors 

with fine spatial segmentation, covers 94% of 47r sr. The efficiency for detecting 

photons rises from 40% at 30 MeV to - 100% at 100 MeV. The energy resolution 

is a/E - 17%/d-. T o match the TOF solid angle, electrons were accepted 

only in the barrel region, requiring 1 cos B 1 < 0.76 (0 is the polar angle with 

respect to the beam axis) and excluding areas (9% of 47r sr) of reduced efficiency 

due to support structures. 



The combined TOF and shower counter information was used to identify 

electrons. The algorithm for electron/pion separation was optimized as a func- 
-. 

tion of momentum by analyzing 2 . lo4 events from J/$ + 7r*pr and J/$J + 

KgX + 7r+rTT-X, and 3 . lo4 events of the type e+e- + e’e-7. The probability 

for misidentifying pions as electrons was typically less than 4% while the mean 

detection efficiency for electrons was 88%. [‘I 

The muon detector, mounted outside the iron yoke, consists of two layers of 

proportional tube chambers located after 2.1 and 2.8 absorption lengths. Muons 

were accepted for 1 cos0 1 < 0.6. The muon identification procedure was opti- 

mized using the J/T/J + r&tpF events and 3.104 events of the type e+e- + P+P--7. 

The momentum threshold for muon detection is 0.55 GeV/c. The detection ef- 

ficiency rises to 70% at 0.7 GeV/ c and exceeds 90% above 0.9 GeV/c. The 

probability for misidentifying pions as muons via decay and punch-through is 

shown in Fig. 1. 

The criteria for selecting r-pair events leading to ep, ee and /..LP final states 

were chosen to suppress backgrounds whose main sources are leptons from one 

and two photon QED processes, and from charm production. 

Candidate ep events were required to have: 

l two well measured oppositely charged tracks each with momentum p < 

o-75 Abeam; 

l the sum of the charged particle momenta pl + pa > 0.4 pbeam; 

l an acolinearity angle eac,,l between the two charged tracks of 2.5’ < dacol < 

177.5” and an acoplanarity angle eacop > 6’ where oacop is the angle between 
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the planes spanned by the beam direction and the momentum vector of e 

and p, respectively; 

l one track identified as an electron, the other as a muon; 

l no isolated photons. An isolated photon, 7isol, was defined as a shower 

with energy 2 30 MeV separated from any charged track by more than 45 

cm on the face of the shower counter (corresponding to an angle w.r.t. the 

charged track direction of about 18'). Two isolated photons closer than 20 

cm were combined into one. 

A total of 277 ep candidate events satisified these selection criteria. Possible 

sources of background are charm production, nonresonant events produced under 

the $” peak and r pair production with decays into other final states. The 

background from charm production, q!~” + Do + e,u + X, was determined in 

two ways: a) The probability for observing a photon from radiative rr events is 

negligible since most of the photons are emitted along the beam axis. Since no 

source other than rr events is known to produce ep events with no additional 

interacting particles, we can estimate the charm background by counting ep 

events with additional 7isol. From the observed number of events with 1, 2, . . ., 

7 7isol and the known detection efficiency for isolated photons, the number of 

events feeding down into the event class with zero 7isol detected was calculated 

to be 5 & 2. b) Of specific charm production channels which lead to ti” --+ Do + 

e,u+OOyi,,l, only the channel D+D- -+ (eKiv)(pKlv) can contribute a significant 

background. However, the Kg can interact in the shower counters producing 

photon-like showers. A study of events from J/lc, + KzKg has shown that 

45 f 9% of the Ki produce showers in the shower counter. I41 Using a branching 
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ratio of B(D+ -+ K”e+v) = 0.085, L3s5] D+D- decays produce a background 

of 3.8Ti.i events from charm production, in agreement with the estimate from -. 

method a). We used the result from method b) which is more direct. 

The contamination by nonresonant events was estimated to be O’z*’ events 

by subjecting lo5 events of the type J/ll, -+ 2 charged particles + 2 07 to the ep 

selection criteria. The contribution from +’ produced by initial state radiation 

was found to be negligible. 

Production of r pairs is itself an important background. Through misidenti- 

fications of pions as e or p, events of the type rr + eyu TV and puv TTTV can be 

accepted in the ep O7isol event class. The contamination from the first process 

was determined by generating Monte Carlo events and using the measured 7r + p 

misidentification probability, resulting in 17.8f 3.7 background events. To check 

this correction, we loosened the muon identification cuts such that the number 

of real muons with p > 1 GeV/ c would increase by a factor 1.11 while the num- 

ber of pions with p > 1 GeV/ c would increase by a factor 2.5, as determined 

from the J/$ --+ 7r*pF events. From the observed increase in the number of ep 

events with the looser muon identification criterion, the number of pions with 

p > 1 GeV/c was determined to be 7.6f2.9. This value agrees with the Monte 

Carlo prediction of 7.6rt1.6. The number of rr --+ puu ru events contributing to 

the Orisol class was found by a Monte Carlo study to be 4.9 f. 1.9. Finally, the 

e/l events were scanned to determine the contamination from other rr channels 

leading to an estimated l.4fl.4 events. The total number of background events 

was 27.9+4:5 . -2 ,(stat.)+l*i(syst.), leading to a corrected number of ep events from 

rr production of 249.1+:~:$(stat.)~~*~(syst.). 
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The initial selection criteria for ee events were the same as for ep events ex- 

cept that now two electrons were required with pi > 0.2 GeV/c. A total of 1236 
-. 

events were accepted. The dominant backgrounds stem from radiative Bhabha 

scattering e+e- , -+ e+e-r(q) where the photon(s) escaped undetected, and from 

two-photon production of e+e- pairs, e+e- --+ e+e-e+e-. These backgrounds 

were suppressed by a more restrictive eacop cut. The eacop distribution is shown 

in Fig.2. There is a large excess of nearly planar events due to Bhabha scatter- 

ing and two-photon production, while the distribution from r - pair production 

calculated by Monte Carlo[“] ( so 1 curve) is rather constant. The expected dis- l’d 

tributions from radiative Bhabha scattering and from the two-photon process 

were calculated with the help of Monte Carlo programs, I’**] passing the gener- 

ated events through the detector simulation and reconstruction programs. The 

dotted and dashed curves in Fig. 2 show the absolute predictions for the two 

processes. The sum of the two processes plus the rr contribution (dashed-dotted 

curve) gives a good description of the data. A cut of eacop > 60’ eliminated 

virtually all Bhabha and two-photon events leaving 157 candidates for rr + ee 

with an estimated background from radiative Bhabha and two-photon scattering 

of 52: events. The number of background events was 2.3:;:: from charm pro- 

duction 7 0:; from nonresonant production, and 662 from rr -+ euu TZJ, leaving 

a signal of 143.7*13.lt$~ events. 

The selection of ,u/.L events required: 

l two oppositely charged tracks with momenta 0.55 < p, < 1.3 GeV/c; 

l the difference in time-of-flight between the two muons to be < 1.4 ns; 
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l Lo1 > 5" and Bacop > 17.2'; 

l no photons iirith energy >‘20 MeV; 

l both tracks identified as muons. 

These selection criteria were satisfied by 63 candidates. The background, 

estimated as before, yielded 1:: events from charm production, and 8.4 91 1.6 

events from misidentification of pions in 7~ -+ /LZ.JU TV, leading to a total of 9.4 I!= 

2.5 background events. The corrected number of /q.~ events was 53.6 & 8.5 f 2.5 

events. 

Figure 3 shows the observed lepton momentum distributions corrected for 

background for the three final states. The electron spectra from ep and ee are 

shown in the same plot, and similarly for the muon spectra. For comparison with 

the data and for calculation of the detection efficiency, events of the type e+e- -+ 

rr -+ &IV -Pvv, with e,-P = e,p from ordinary (V-A) weak leptonic decay of the 

r[‘] were generated (including radiative effects[Gl) by a Monte Carlo program and 

passed through the track reconstruction and event selection programs. The solid 

curves in Fig. 3 show the predicted spectra. In principle, the shape of the electron 

spectra from ep and ee events do not have to be the same, however, the Monte 

Carlo predictions are the same within the statistical errors of the data. This 

is true also for the muon spectra. There is good agreement with the data. The 

detection efficiencies for the e,q ee and j.q.~ channels were found to be 0.1481kO.006, 

0.178kO.008 and 0.071f0.005, respectively. After correcting for radiative effects, 

which increase the cross sections by S%, we obtained: 
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a(e+e- + r+r- -+ ep) = 0.195 f 0.014 f 0.011 nb 

a(e+e- +r+r--Gee) = 0.092 310.008 IL- 0.006 nb 

o(e+e- + r+r- -+ p/L) = 0.085 & 0.014 A- 0.008 nb 

where a systematic uncertainty of 3% was included for the luminosity. 

The leptonic branching ratios deduced from the ee and P/-L channels were 

B(evv) = 18.0&0.81tO.6 % and B(PVY) = 17.3 f1.4f0.8 %. A combined fit to 

all three measured cross sections yielded our final values for the branching ratios: 

B(euu) = 18.2 ztO.7f0.5%, B(puu) = 18.OI-t l.OxtO.6%. 

Grinstein, Preskill and WiseIll recently proposed a search for the decays r --+ 

eG, and r -+ PG where G is a massless Goldstone boson. These decays may 

have observable rates in nonabelian theories, with spontaneously broken U(1) 

symmetries, respecting e.g. the number of (e + /J - 7) leptons. The two-body 

decay 7 -+ eG produces a uniform lepton momentum spectrum which at fi = 

3.77 GeV is bounded by 0.64 < p < 1.25 GeV/c. The dashed curves in Fig. 3 

indicate the spectral shapes predicted by a Monte Carlo calculation. There is no 

evidence for either r + /JG or r -+ eG decay. The momentum spectra of Fig. 

3 were fitted to a sum of contributions from ordinary leptonic decay and from 

Goldstone decay. After accounting for the different detection efficiencies for the 

two decays, the fits yielded the following 95% confidence level upper limits:[“] 

B(r + pG) < 12 5% 
B(r -+ eG) 

B(r --+ puu) * ’ B(r--+euu) 
< 4.0% . 

Using the relation[l] B(r t f?G) x w 1 1 
2 

. B(r -+ evv), we set a limit on the 
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mass scale M of the symmetry breaking of M 2 3 . lo6 GeV. The upper limits 

presented on the branching ratios hold also for any decay r + eB where B is a -. 

spinless boson with mass 5 0.1 GeV. 

In summary, r pair production was studied at a c.m. energy of 3.77 GeV in 

the final states e,q ee and ,q~. Leptonic branching ratios for the r of B(evv) = 

18.2*0.7&0.5% and B(,x(Lvv)=~B.O~~.OZ~O.~% were measured. The resulting ra- 

tio of the e and /.L branching ratios is B(pvv)/B(evv) = 0.989*0.075f0.029 

which is consistent with the theoretical prediction of 0.973 derived from e - 

p universality 1’1. Our branching ratios may be compared with the world 

averagesI’ll of B(evv) = 16.5 rt 0.9% and B&Y) = 18.5 f 1.1%. No evidence 

was found for the Goldstone decay r -+ eG. The 95% C.L. upper limits are 

B(7- -+ G)/B( r -+ ,uvv) < 12.5% and B(r --+ eG)/B(r -+ evv) < 4.0%. 
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Figure Captions 

1. Probability for misidentifying pions as muons. Note that for p > 0.9 GeV/c, 

a more restrictive muon criterion is applied. 

2. Acoplanarity distribution for ee events without isolated photons. The solid 

curve was calculated for ee events resulting from r pair production nor- 
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I 

malized to the number of events observed with Bacop > 80”. The dotted 

and dashed curves show the absolute predictions for radiative Bhabha and 

two-photon scattering. The dashed-dotted curve shows the sum of the con- 

tributions from all three processes. 

3. The observed lepton momentum distributions corrected for background for 

w (4, ee and w (0) events. The solid curves show the spectra predicted 

for ordinary leptonic decay of the 7. The dashed curves show the ex- 

pected spectra for Goldstone decay, (a) r -+ eG, (b) r --+ pG, assuming 

B(eG)/B(evv)=0.3, and B(pG)/B(pvv)=0.3, respectively. All predictions 

include detector and radiative effects. 
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